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C-Pro 3D
C-Pro™ 3D
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Made of 100% collagen; DeRoyal’s C-Pro 3D wound care dressings are designed to help facilitate moist wound
healing and improve patient outcomes. C-Pro 3D Collagen wound dressings consist of medical grade bovine
collagen presented as a clean, white, single layered sponge. Our collagen undergoes an exclusive purification
process and is highly biocompatible as a result. And, like human connective tissue, C-Pro 3D collagen provides
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Sorbsan™ 3.9ml

wet wound

C-PRO™ 3D

collagen wound dressing

moist wound

features & benefits:
dry wound

• Provides excellent absorption and scaffolding for cell proliferation
and migration
• 3D scaffold structure facilitating tissue repair
• Soft and highly flexible for easy application and superior conformity
wet wound

• Creates a soft conformable gel on contact with wound fluid

• High exudate absorption and retention provides moist wound
healing environment

Qty/Bx
10

Qty/Cs
30

WET1.
WOUND

MOIST
DRY
IfWOUND
necessary,
clean/flush wound with saline or other noWOUND
irritating solution.

2. Choose the appropriate size dressing for the wound. It should
not extend beyond the wound margin. If necessary, cut the
dressing to size.
moist wound

wound
3. Removedry
dressing
from package.

5. Collagen will dissolve into the wound bed. Note: collagen
should not be allowed to dry out.
6. Cover and secure the dressing with secondary dressing; such
as Covaderm or Polyderm.

precautions/contraindications:
Diabetic foot ulcers
Venous leg ulcers
Pressure sores
Post debridement for hemostasis
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Sorbsan™
3.9ml

HCPC
A6021

indications:
Partial and full-thickness wounds
Tunneled / undermined wounds
Surgical wounds
Low-to-moderately exuding wounds

Curasorb™
4.3 ml

4. Place directly into the wound bed or on the wound surface

• Crosslinking process increases mechanical strength and
moderates enzymatic digestion

Foam
2x2

Kaltostat®
4.3 ml

directions for use:

• Made of 100% medical grade bovine collagen

Product #
46-CP32

Kalginate®
10.2 ml

Third degree burns
Dry Wounds
Wounds with necrosis

Sensitivity to bovine products
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